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Abstract: The coronavirus pandemic is changing the world as we know it. 
Distribution System Operators (DSOs) are already adapting with measures like isolating 
critical employees (Dispatchers), allowing support stuff to work from home, keeping 
authorities and customers up to date with grid status. This paper presents connections 
and convergence between different Operational Technology (OT) & Information 
Technology (IT) systems that are now switching in lockdown situations from “nice to 
implement” into “must have” standards.   Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) and Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) Control Center of 
SDEE MN (Romanian Distribution System Operator) are described and analyzed, but 
aspects about local SCADA systems, or connection to 3rd party platforms are presented 
likewise. The cases could represent good practice for other DSOs given that (i) are 
based on author’s experience from Eximprod’ s delivered or on-going projects related 
with ADMS, SCADA, OT-IT convergence and (ii) include architectures, solutions, risk, 
challenges and benefits. 
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Rezumat: Pandemia cauzată de coronavirul produce deja o schimbare majoră la 

nivel global. Operatorii de distribuție au luat deja măsuri pentru a se adapta la 

schimbări de la protejarea activității personalului critic (dispecerii), la trecerea în 

telemuncă a personalului suport sau la comunicarea mai eficientă cu autoritățile și cu 

consumatorii.  Prezenta lucrare dorește să treacă în revistă metode de interconectare 

între sisteme operaționale (OT – Operational Technology) și sisteme informatice (IT – 

Information Technology), procese devenite extrem de utile și necesare în noul context. 

Articolul utilizează ca repere sistemele SCADA (Supervisory control and data 

acquisition) și ADMS (Advanced Distribution Management System) implementate în 

ultima decadă în cadrul SDEE MN atât la nivel de Centru de Comandă (ScateX+) dar și 

la nivel local (în instalații) sau în conexiune cu platforme terțe. Studiile descrise sunt 

adaptabile și pentru alți actori din domeniul energetic, unele soluții fiind deja 

implementate de Eximprod Grup și în beneficiul altor companii. Sunt descrise soluții și 

arhitecturi tehnice, riscuri, provocări și beneficii. 
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1. Introduction

DSO’s SCADA DMS systems behavior is similar to the distribution 

network’s itself: alive, active, full of events, in continues change, upgrade and 

expansion. SDEE MN investments in top technologies for SCADA, ADMS, 

transformed the systems in a critical infrastructure that assures a much better and 

efficient quality of service (QoS) for DSO and its customers.  

Even if the critical functionality (SCADA) remains the main focus, those 

systems might produce a bigger impact by: 

 Changing data with other OT and IT systems such as:

o SCADA systems from other DSO, TSO (Transmission System

Operator), production facilities using standard protocols for

industry (e.g. ICCP, IEC 60870-5-101/104).

o OMS (Outage Management System), Osisoft PI, IGEA (previously

known as OpenBDI), SAP for SDEE MN, or

 Merging functions with telecommunication infrastructure (needed

anyway for remote control and monitor) on common hardware, which

leads to increased (cyber) security of OT.

2. SDEE MN SCADA

SCADA in SDEE MN refers to systems (SCU Substation Control Unit, RTU 

Remote Terminal Unit), connected to a unique Control Center, which are spread in 

more than 3000 installations, located in rural and urban locations (HV/MV 

substations, secondary automation substations and poll mounted installations). 

Since 2013, one common Control Center platform (Efacec ScateX+) has 

assisted the DSO with all its’ distributed components: 

 2 Control Centers: Main and a cold standby Disaster Recovery

(DRCC).

Figure 1. SDEE MN SCADA Architecture. 
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 2 High Voltage (HV) Dispatch Centers (DEZ)

 6 Medium Voltage (MV) Local Dispatch Centers (DEL)

Connected to Control Center, operators can monitor and control the grid

having +170.000 SCADA real-time data points (Jan. 2020) processed from:  

• 110+ HV/MV substations

• 700+ secondary automation substations (PT/PA/PC)

• 2000+ installations on Aerial MV Lines (Switches and Reclosers)

• 500+ fault detectors set up on MV Lines

Furthermore the SCADA DMS includes all the topology of SDEE HV/MV

grid, fully connected and modelled with equipment energetic details, with more than 

100.000 network components (loads, switching devices, transformers, segment lines, 

network equivalents, generators), hierarchically organized in thousands of assets, 

installations and fully graphical represented (partially with geographic views). 

3. IT-OT Convergence

In this paper, we start the IT-OT convergence from having ADMS 

(DMS+OMS) as the driver in interconnecting system. This way a company can use 

different IT/OT independent systems with common goals: reduce or close network 

outages (at all voltage levels) as efficient as possible and keep clients supplied and 

informed on the status of the network. 

Basically, an ADMS platform, should: 

1. Receive real-time or almost real-time inputs from systems that can

detect the cause of an outage:

 SCADA (SDEE: +170k real-time SCADA data points)

 DMS (SDEE: grid topology that calculates in real-time the status of

network and outages, either from real time SCADA events or from

Operator/crew actions on network components that do not send

SCADA data)

 Metering Data Management (MDM) for Low Voltage smart meters

Figure 2. RealWorld and Study mode views from SCADA DMS platform. 
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 Customers Interface (SDEE: SAP-IS-U updates daily if state of the
contract has change)

 Call Center platform for clients outages
2. Create automatic flows for updating data about network elements and

customers. A single point of entry for data in place will insure data
consistency:

 Customers Information System (SDEE’s CIS: SAP-IS-U will be the
single entry point for customers, ADMS will automatically receive
and process new customers or updated data about the existing ones)

 IGEA (the company’s inventory database will be the single entry
point and will feed DMS automatically with updates on topology
elements and their energy details)

3. Provide information to:

 Call center operators (real-time from SCADA/DMS/MDM/CIS)

 IVR (Interactive Voice Response)

 Asset Management (real-time and historic outage)

 Regulatory Authority ANRE (automatic reports on QoS index)

 Crews (Workforce Management, Crew, AVL interconnection)
OT-IT convergence can also be presented from the perspective of a specific 

platform designed for it (SDEE includes Osisoft PI) that creates operation links and 
can be used for Condition Based Maintenance tasks. 

Following subchapters presents both platforms: ADMS ScateX+ by Efacec 
and Pi by Osisoft. 

3.1. OMS (+DMS=ADMS) 

One of SDEE MN’s strategic objectives was implementing a common 
approach for handling outages. To meet this objective one of the most important 
steps undertaken was the deployment of OMS project. 

Figure 3. ADMS strategy and implementation in SDEE MN 
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As of the date of this article, the system already deliveries automatic data 

exchange between OMS and its web interface for taking calls from customers and 

SCADA/DMS systems. It offers full reports about incidents on HV/MV network, it 

identifies in real-time if a customer reporting an outage is already in an upper 

voltage incident and it allocates calls to DMS Loads. Basically every engineer of 

SDEE MN involved in incidents (929 operators, HV-MV dispatches or incident 

engineers) can visualize all the details of outages while using their specific tools at 

the same time. 

Furthermore, tests run with a Pilot MDM system showed the advantage of 

having an almost real-time image for a LV ticket situation provided by smart 

meters. ADMS should provide automatic 

confirmation of outages from SCADA/DMS 

and MDM. 

The quality of the database sources is as import as SCADA/MDM data 

validity. Working in an interconnected data model, IGEA (Open BDI) – ADMS – 

SAP, facilitates the access at corporate reporting for QoS and Asset Management. 

Figure 4. Same outage information showed in real-time for 929 and DEL 

Figure 5. Captures from OMS web interface with meter detected outage 

along other SCADA confirmed incidents 

Figure 6. Captures from reporting options provided by ADMS 
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Big data system interconnection can include direct solutions (CIM, web 

services) between platforms or specialized BusERP solution as the case for SDEE MN. 

Irrespective if standard solutions or BusERP, matching data from IT/OT 

systems is a resource consuming process because some big systems currently in 

productive activity were not initially designed to converge with other OT or IT systems. 

ADMS efficiency will further improve when AVL (Automatic Vehicle 

Location), crew management and work force management modules are interconnected 

or deployed.  

3.2. PI System 

One of SDEE MN platform, OSIsoft PI, represents an ideal ground to test 

IT-OT convergence. Being feed with data from ADMS (SCADA/DMS, OMS), 

weather channel and power analyzers, the platform offers historian and analytics 

that can easily be transfer in reports and visual interfaces. Basically for the pilot 

presented below a real-time Condition-Based Asset Management (CBM Platform) 

was created with configurable dashboards that display health indexes and criticality 

analyzes. Substation health index risk, switching devices operation counts, feeder 

availability and other reports are all available for users from SDEE MN who 

normally do not have access to critical OT networks like SCADA. 

Figure 7. Interconnection architecture IGEA-ADMS 

Figure 8. Matching process for IT-OT system 
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Data processed in PI from different IT/OT sources in the form of assets 

health indexes can be returned in ADMS or delivered to other systems. This type 

of data about assets, equipment, along with data from call centers, should assist 

the crew manager in decisions about sending teams to the most affected areas, the 

most sensible points in the grid (high number of switching operation) or areas 

where remote control might fail (low battery signals). Successful deployments of 

PI meant significant impact on operating the grid but also on financial reports of 

DSO [1].  

Coming back to current days’ emergency situation caused by coronavirus 

pandemic, the IT-OT convergence and the systems presented above should help 

SDEE MN improve its coordination between critical teams (using SCADA) and 

support teams or crews. It should also improve coordination between teams that 

financially analyze the grid and the ones responsible with technical analyze of the 

grid as the implemented systems are able to delivering data and information in an 

automatic way, without consuming extra resources or time.  

Second part of the article lists some operational connections between OT 

systems and Eximprod Grup’s vision on using common platforms for 

telecommunication and SCADA functionalities. 

4. Interconnecting Control Centers

SDEE MN SCADA/DMS system provides options for Control Centers 

interconnectivity such as sharing part of its real-time SCADA data points. The 

options considered in this article are Inter-Control Centre Protocol (ICCP) and 

SCADA standard protocol IEC 60870-5-101/4. 

Figure 9. IT-OT dashboard report (PI) 
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4.1. ICCP 

Utility organizations throughout the world created the Inter-Control Center 

Communications Protocol (ICCP or IEC 60870-6/TASE.2) with the aim of 

providing data exchange over wide area networks (WANs) between utility control 

centers, utilities, power pools, regional control centers, and Non-Utility Generators. 

ICCP is based on client / server principles. Data transfers result from a request from 

a control center (client) to another control center (server). Control centers may be 

both clients and servers [2], but the client is the one that initiates the link to a 

server. 

The ICCP module presented in this paper runs on Frontend Communication 

server from CC, Windows Server Operating System and includes GateXICCPv2 

processes that convert data from SCADA app (ScateX+) and ICCP client 

(LiveData). As a server a VM with the same ICCP process was used (LiveData). 

Data exchanged included switching device position (double point), remote control 

status (single point) and a measure (analog). The following ICCP code includes as 

#input the transmitted data and as #Output the received elements.   

#Input,<dom>,<data_type>,<addr>,<ts_num> 

!DIGITAIS 

I1P15866F0003D1ST,<VMD>,Data_StateQTimeTag,100,0

I1P15866D0003D1LD,<VMD>,Data_StateQTimeTag,101,0

!MEDIDAS 

I1P15866F0003M0P1,<VMD>,Data_RealQ,200,1

#Output,<dom>,<data_type>,<addr>,<ts_num>

!DIGITAIS 

I1C-SDPHX-ADMXXST,<VMD>,Data_StateQTimeTag,300,0

I1C-SDPHX-ADMXXLD,<VMD>,Data_StateQTimeTag,301,0

!MEDIDAS 

I1C-SDPHX-ADMXXP1,<VMD>,Data_RealQ,400,1

Figure 10. ICCP alarms and events viewed in SCADA from SDEE MN 
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The tests were run inside the critic SCADA network (LAN). Deployment 

into WAN (between Control Centers) should not raise major technical challenges 

(ICCP is a standard protocol). Cybersecurity issues and data flow should be 

address so the main functionalities for Control Center System remain available 

for its owner. Solid, reliable communication architecture together with 

cybersecurity procedures & policy should reduce risks of security leaks. The 

SCADA/DMS platforms should include solid filters for received data that must 

limit the risk of overflowing the system. SDEE MN infrastructure includes both 

options, consequently ICCP is a valid option for future Control Center 

interconnections. 

4.2. IEC 60870-5-101/104 

IEC 60870-5-101/104 represents the standard imposed by Romanian 

TSO for receiving data from 3th party system like DSOs or Electric Energy 

Generators. Commonly Control Center systems are designed to receive SCADA 

real-time data though IEC 60870-5-101/104 (acting as master), but the 

challenge regarding TSO’s regulation for DSOs lies with being able to send the 

received date to another Control Center (acting as a slave). This involves either 

R&D resources or engineering within SCADA DMS systems architecture. 

Eximprod’s teams together with the author were involved in 3 project were 

Control Centers data needed to be re-directed to TSO (2 DSOs’ CC and one 

Renewable CC).  

Above example presents a process that acts as protocol gateway that was 

configured to send the data to TSO using basic application and link setups for 

IEC101 
serial 9600, 8E1  

Data Link Address size: 1  

Common ASDU Address size: 1  

Object Address size: 2  

Cause of transmission size: 1  

Figure 11. DSO-TSO communication tests 
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The challenges in linking SDEE MN to TSO did not consist of protocol set 

up (standard solution IEC101) but of the aggregated information required to be 

delivered to TSO Control Centers: 

 Measures from tens of small producers aggregated to just 11 values

 Data points from HV panel from DSO HV/MV Substations

For SDEE MN perspective this should transform into a complete

interconnection, bi-directional, as real-time data (measures and switching 

devices) from TSO injection points (DSO-TSO) would improve the power 

applications’ results. SDEE MN Control Center SCADA DMS system includes 

modules as power flow, state estimator, contingency analyze that  use both the 

fully modeled topology but also the real-time information (measures). If 

simulated values from TSO-DSO injections are replaced by real-time measures, 

the results of power applications would considerably improve and human effort 

would decrease. 

TSO and DSOs own OT systems like SCADA, MDM, Power Quality 

Concentrators that include real-time measures or equipment status that might assist 

grid neighbors in taking faster operational decisions. The financial and engineering 

efforts needed for such interconnections are minimum considering the present 

technologies and the impact that it will bring on companies’ QoS.   

5. SCADA-Telecommunication common platforms

Initial drivers for Eximprod innovating SCADA solutions for secondary 

automation distribution were the physical limitations of MV installation (poll 

mounted cabinets, remote and hard to access locations) and the telecommunication 

issues. If 10-15 years ago telecommunication issues were mainly related to 

reliability of GPRS modems linked on serials links with RTUs, nowadays the focus 

switched to assuring cyber protection for critical networks. Since 2014, the world 

witnessed the start of an escalating series of cyberattacks. Targeting American 

utility companies, NATO, and electric grids in Eastern Europe, the strikes became 

ever more brazen, eventually leading to the first-ever blackouts triggered by 

hackers [4].  

5.1. RTU (Eximprod ES200) – Router (Cisco IR809G) 

ES200 over CISCO IR 809 series is a fourth-generation (Internet of 

Things) SCADA RTU gateway for control, measurement and supervision in power 

distribution systems. ES 200 is designed to efficiently operate secondary 

distribution substations, feeders and electrical substations using modern and secure 

communication and automation standards. Typical ES 200 use cases are highlighted 

below. 
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Initially designed for OT enterprise purposes (SCADA), ES200 was 

upgraded to connect to cloud platforms (Mindsphere, Azure) in order to deliver 

data to both OT and IT platforms.  

Benefits of this type of solution include versatility (wide range of 

communication protocols, functionality in the same device) and cost-effectiveness 

(one device can connect multiple sensors, IEDs, big data platforms).   

Table 1. Communication protocols ES200 

Being (re)build for Cisco hardware, the solution benefits of a wide area of 

connectors from multiple SIM that grant secure access to (i) 3G/4G VPNs, (ii) 

Ethernet ports for LAN/WAN or (iii) classical RS232/285 serial links for previous 

generations IED on Modbus and DNP3 protocols.  

Strong cyber-security tools (firewall, IPSec, 3DES crypto standard, AES, 

SHA encryption for WAN) support this innovative product and make this IT-OT 

platform ideal for remote sites (urban or rural). [4]. 

At this point ES200 has already been implemented in hundreds of 

Romanian DSOs’ installations or Renewable Energy Projects. 

5.2. RTU (Eximprod ES100) – GRPS/3G Router (Viola/ABB Arctic RTU) 

RTU ES100 on Arctic device was another successful deployment of 

SCADA software on communication hardware specially designed for secondary 

automation in rural grid area (control cabinet for poll mount equipment). Using the 

benefits of Viola System Hardware (GPRS router, LAN and RS232/485 connectors 

Figure 12. Serving OT-IT systems from a single device 
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and the I/O board option), EPG customized ES100 protocol gateway for Modbus 

(specific to previous generation of recloser protection relays) and for I/O module, in 

order to transmit data on DSO’s standard Control Center protocol IEC 60870-5-

104. 
Table 2. Communication protocols ES100 

Communication 

Protocol Type 

Communication mode 

serial RS232/RS485 

Communication mode 

Ethernet TCP/IP 

Modbus Master Yes Yes 

IEC 60870-5-104 Client NA Yes 

DI/DO – placa Master (intern) NA NA 

ES100-Arctic was included in almost 1000 successful deployments in 

Romania, Croatia or Indonesia.  

Pilot project using the above configuration was successfully deploy by 

Eximprod team to assure feeder self-healing using edge computing for an improved 

response time while saving bandwidth for SCADA communication with CC.  

6. Conclusions

Even before we felt the impact of coronavirus outbreak, all major 

companies from the energy sector decided that IT-OT interconnection was a 

strategic goal. Evolution of acquired operational data, deployment of big data 

systems, lack of specialized workforce and economic factors were among the 

drivers for this decision of T&D industry.  

Currently SDEE MN is in a comfortable position for IT-OT convergence 

due to investments in top platforms for OT and IT systems, concern and actions to 

acquire a strong and secure telecommunication backbone. SDEE MN is close to 

owning a technology hub, opened to interconnections and to efficient, automatic 

data exchange between departments or other companies from energy industry. On 

short term this assures work flow continuity and operational efficiency no matter 

the lockdown conditions, movement restrictions or protective working environment 

for critical teams. Medium to long term outcome of this secure and efficient 

approach to manage important data exchange will be reflected both financially and 

Figure 13. Controlling design and data solution from MV Lines  
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operationally and will contribute to enhancing grid reliability and customers’ 

satisfaction.  
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